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advanced get 9.1 free downloadQ: What is the difference
between svn commit and svn commit -m? I was using svn
commit before and it was working good for me. Now I am
switching to svn commit -m and I am not able to see the

commit messages. Is svn commit -m not a valid option for me
to commit my changes? If so, what is the difference between

the two? A: The commit-m option (subversion 1.7+) not
available for svn 1.6 users. It is available in subversion 1.7 and

also you can use it. You can use below command for the
commit:- svn commit If you want to commit with the log

message, then you can use svn commit --log -m "My commit
message" For more information, you can refer this link:- From
the version 1.7 onwards, -m option is used and if you are using
version 1.6, then it is not a valid option. A: Based on jfriend's
comment (sorry, I can't comment under your answer) Note

that the svn commit is a command found in the svn-commands
(SVN_SSH) package so if your shell doesn't have access to that
you must add the svn-commands package to your shell. If you
want to commit something with your logs, you must use svn
commit -m message. Q: How do i write the following code in
MFC I have an a function which retrieves the data from an

active recordset. The function has two parameters and a body.
I have taken two records from a database and generated an
instance variable, of the same size as the number of items in
the recordset. I then, loop through the records and use the

"Get Object" to retrieve values and put them in the memory.
But i am getting the name of the first record as string^ (which
is a null pointer). But why is this happening? Code as follows
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